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Abstract. In this paper we consider spectral estimates of a homogeneous field which are obtained 
through time shift. A central limit theorem isproved and confidence intervals are constructed. 
1. THE PROBLEM 
Let ~ = {~(t),t E Z k} be a real random field with mean equal to zero, where Z k is a k- 
dimensional integer-valued lattice of the Euclidean space R ~. According to [2] we say that the 
random field ~ belongs to the class T(p) if 
E I ~(t)IP_< Kp < oo, 
for any t E Z ~. 
If the random field ~ belongs to the class T (p) and for any n, 1 < n < p ,  
Zk, j  - 1 , . . .  ,n we have 
anyt  EZ  k,tj E 
E~(tl  + t ) . . .~( tn  + t) = E~( t l ) . . .~( tn ) ,  
then the random field ~ is said to belong to the class S(p). In this case the equality (1.0.13 / of [1] 
implies that for any n, 1 < n < p the n-th order mixed cumulants S , ( t l , . . -  ,tn) of the random 
field ~ are shift invariant, i.e. for any t E Z k, tj E Z k, j = 1,.-. ,n , we have 
s,(t  + t , . . .  , t ,  + t) = .. , t , )  . 
If the random field ~ belongs to the class 5(p), then it is called a homogenous random field of 
order p .  
Let 
= 2-0 ,  • c z 
tEZ k 
where 6(.) is the multivariate delta-function defined as the product of univariate Dirac functions. 
Further we shall refer the random field ~ to belong to the class A (p) [1] if it belongs to the class 
S (P) and for any n, 2 < n < p, the n-th order mixed cumulants of this field can be represented 
as 
s , ( t l , . . .  , t , )  = 
) 
k .  j= l  j= l  
where 
II ~ = [ -~r ,  ~r] k, II k" = II k x . . .  x II k, 
n--1 
~j : (~ j l , ' "~ jk ) .  
The function fn(')  is the n-th order spectral density of the random field ~. 
f2(A,-A) is an ordinary spectral density of the homogenous random field. 
We put 
Z~r = {~ : t = ( t l , . . .  ,tk) e Z k, tj = 0 ,1 , . . .  , Y j  - 1}, 
Note, f(A) -- 
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~vhere N = (N1, . . . ,Nk) ,  N1,. - .  ,Nk axe natural numbers. Let aM(t), t E Z k, be a real 
function equal to zero outside the set Z~4 , where M = (M1,. . .  , Mk). From the sample 
~(t), tE{t : t=( t l , . . .  ,tk) EZk , t j - - L j ,  ... , L j+Mj -1}  
we construct he quantity 
where 
r/LM(A) ---- E aM(t -- L)exp{i(t, A)}~(t), 
tEZ k 
L = (L1 , ' "  , L}), M = (M1," .  , Mk). 
Now introduce the estimate fg(A) (see [4]) of the spectral density f(A) of the random field ~, 
which is homogeneous in the wide sense, using the sample ~(t), t E Z~ : 
fN( )~)  = Vl l ' "Tk l  E [r]L°l( '~)[ 2 ' 
1EZ~ 
(1) 
where 
T=(T1 , . . . ,Tk ) ,  Lo l=(L l l l , . . . , Lk lk ) ,  Lj <Mj <Nj , 
Nj = (Tj - 1)Lj + Mj; Lj, Mj, ~/~ axe positive integer- valued functions of the natural argument 
Nj which tend to infinity as Nj ~ co. 
The estimate (1) is not, generally speaking, a Grenander-Rosenblatt es imate; for k = 1 it was 
originated by I. G. Zurbenko following suggestion from A. N. Kolmogorov (see, for example, [2]). 
In practice this estimate proved to have some advantage over estimates of the Grenander - 
Rosenblatt type. 
2. THE RESULTS 
In the subsequent discussion we shall need the following notation and definitions. We consider 
g = (Y l , " "  , Nk) ~ co , if min Nj --* co. 
$ 
Let for the sequence of functions 
I~M(')I2' WM(A)= E aM(t)exp{i(t,x)} 
tEZ k 
the following conditions hold: 
(A1) For any N, [TM(.)[ ~ is continuous on the cube II k, it is a 27r -periodic function in each 
argument, the equality 
~f~k [(tiM(X)[2 dx  = 1 
holds; 
(A2) [~PM(X)I 2 ~ 0 is valid uniformly over x e IIk\A k, A = [-e,g], for any e > 0 as N ---* c~; 
(A3) There is a sequence of vectors A(N) = (AI(N1) , - ' '  ,Ak(Nk)) such that 
min {AI(N1),- . .  ,Ak(Nk)} --~ co as N --* co 
and for all y e B = B1 x . . .  x Bk , Bj = [-Aj(Nj)NT1,Aj(Nj)N-1], 
+ 4  x+o (L   o/x/,4 
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(A4) For any fixed b > 0 
where 
[Ic Ljb -1] 
sup IVM(~)I 2 = O(L~), 
mi=l xEBj(mj,b) 
B~(m~,b) = {~ = (~,  ... ,~)  : x • n~, b~n~L 71 < x < ~}. 
We shall use Y to denote a class of these sequences of functions kom(.)[ 2. 
Now define the strong mixing coefficient (see [1]) of the random field ~: 
~.(~) = snp {~(u', v"): I~'l + IV"l = . ,  p(v', v") > ~}, 
where p(u', U") is the Euclidean distance between U' and U", [U[ is the number of elements in 
the finite set U C Z k, and 
a(V',  V") = sup {IF(AS) - P(A)P(B)[: A • a(U'), B • a(U")},  
where a(U) is the a-algebra of events generated by the random quantities ~(t), t • U, U C Z ~. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the random field ~ belongs to the class A(s) , the spectral densities 
is('), fs( ' ) , ' "  ,is(') of the random field ~ are bounded, and for the spectral density f(.) of this 
field the inequality 
k 
]f(x + )0 - -  f(,~)] -< C ~ lx~ [~ (23 
j=1 
holds for any x E I I  k, some assigned A • I Ik,a • (O, 1],C > O, and for the strong mixing 
coefficient an(') of the random field the inequality 
holds, where 
Thus, if [~M(.)[ 2 • Y and 
then 
~.(~) < c1 .~- '  (3) 
e>0 , 0<f~<l  , 0<7<f~ek -1. 
Nj--TjLj ,  LI "" Lk <</m kaM(X)14 dx' 
Mj--CIj  N f  j, /~ </~j < 1, N1--C2jNj, 
max I~M(~)l ~-C~ fn I~u(x)14 d~, xEIl k k 
L~T{ 1"" " LkT[ 1 ~n k ]tOM(X)] 4 dx -- o(1), 
lim P < x} -- 
where @(.)/s the standard normal aw. 
REMARK. Let for some e > 0,el > 0 
E [~(0)[ s(l+c') < c~, 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
e.(r) _< Csr -(7k+I+')(I+'')/~. 
Then there exist bounded spectral densities up to the eighth order of the spectral field ~, where 
the second-order spectral density satisfies the condition (2). 
THEOREM 2. Let the random field ~ which is homogeneous in the narrow sense belong to the 
class A(4) and for some e > 0 
E [~(0)] 4(1+,) < oo, 
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the spectral densities f2('), fa('), f4(') of the random field ~ be bounded, and let (2) and (3) hold. 
I f  I M(.)l 2 e r and (4) and (5) hold then we have the relation (6). 
TREOrtEM 3. Let X be a class of random fields for which the conditions of theorem 2 are satisfied. 
Then 
sup lim P { fg (A)  -- f (A )  > hN + 6"NZ#} "- 
~EX N--.oo 
= sup lim P {fN(A) -- f(A) > - -hg -- #NZ#} = /3, 
~Ex N....oo 
where 
k 
;3 = 1 - ¢ (xp) ,  hN -- C ~ Ak I=~ I ~ I~M(X)I 2 dx, 
j----1 
~N = fN(A) (2r)kN~ - I ' ' 'N~ -1 k (1 + X(A)) I~M(X)[ 4dx , 
where X(') is the indicator of the set {Trt: t 6 Zk}. 
Let rl(t) t 6 R k be a continuous time measurable r al homogenous random field with mean zero. 
All the results discussed above for random fields with discrete time are valid with appropriate 
corrections for the random field ~(t) (see [3]). 
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